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Activity 1 - Project Focus and Planning 

 

Aim 
On completion of this activity you will have developed your knowledge and understanding of the 

requirements of an ambitious creative proposal or self-generated brief. 

Objective 
During this activity you will review and update your MA project proposal to create a clearly defined new 

programme of creative practice for your Major Study. 

Duration 

The suggested time allocation for this activity is 18 hours. 

Part 1. Major Study proposal 

(1) Major Study Proposal - I would like you to review and reflect on your postgraduate creative practice so 

far and start to create a new revised Major Study Proposal (750-1000 words). Before starting to draft your 

proposal, I would like you to review the module guide document, the module aims and Learning 

Outcomes. Next, make a first draft of your proposal for discussion with your tutor, followed by a second 

updated and edited version, addressing key points and further focusing your ideas. 

 

Introduction 

My project is concerned with the visual representation of animals in picture books and how that impacts 

the lives of real animals. This enquiry encompasses exploration of theoretical analysis of connections 

between culture and belief systems, between literature and societal attitudes and the significance of 

picture books as cultural influences. Also, my project aims to be part of the message, visual and 

otherwise, that is speaking out for animal rights, to raise awareness of the suffering of domesticated and 

wild animals and the impact of human actions upon that suffering.  

It is my position that most people claim to love animals, that most people believe it is wrong for the strong 

to oppress those weaker than them, yet simultaneously and paradoxically continue to eat animals, accept 
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the privilege of humans over non-humans, and disregard effects of climate change upon animals. My 

project coincides with the rise in ethical veganism, critical animal studies and environmental activism. 

I have chosen the tale of Red Riding Hood to explore the illustrated human-animal relationship because of 

the global popularity of the story in its many forms, the distinctions between good and bad, and the 

representation of violence within contemporary award winning versions.  

 

Major Project module guide summary  

The Major Project module’s aims focus on the research, development and realisation of a significant body 

of work, comparable to the best practice in illustration and appropriate to postgraduate study. The goal is 

to realise an ambitious project that has allowed for the acquisition of critical awareness and knowledge of 

current issues within illustration and society. In addition, the project will consider - in some depth - a range 

of audiences.  

The learning outcomes reinforce the importance of demonstrating critical awareness of  the themes, 

genres, aesthetic traditions within cultural, social and ethical frameworks within visual communication, 

specifically illustration.  

Learning outcomes reiterate the aims to attain practical and technical skills equivalent to the best practice 

within the illustration discipline. This can be confirmed through reflection and analysis of carefully selected 

case studies and my own practice development. These outcomes must demonstrate expertise, 

professionalism and a critical awareness of contemporary practice.  

It will be important to demonstrate this in context of global creative industries and institutions most 

relevant within the illustration industry. 

Curiosity, critical analysis, discussion and honest evaluation are expected, and to align with personal 

aspirations and professional expertise and approaches. 

 

Reflection 

By reflecting on my postgraduate creative practice to date I aim to review and reconsider my goals and I 

hope to gain insight into what I have learned. Then I can begin to draft an updated projected proposal that 

meets those revised outcomes. This reflection begins with a review of Postgraduate study in context and 

the expectations of the postgraduate work outlined in this early module. 
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To begin I review past module work and practice, highlight key themes, explore why they were and are 

important. Then, through analysis I begin to identify ideas for development, how I have begun to think 

differently and how my practice has been influenced.  

 

Review of postgraduate study in context  
November 2018 - Module 6FTC1168 

The aims of this earlier module centered on exploring the programme of study, how the modules would 

begin to connect and the relationship between theory and practice. In addition, study introduced aims to 

develop critical awareness in context of theory and practice. A distinctive difference between 

undergraduate and postgraduate study, outlined in the postgraduate study in context module, and 

according to the Quality Assurance Agency, is the demonstration of, ‘originality in the application of 

knowledge, together with a practical understanding of how established techniques of research and 

enquiry are used to create and interpret knowledge in the discipline’. (IDI 2020). As I reflect on Practice to 

date I need to ask if my work is displaying that originality and also, how do I assess it in the work of 

others. How does it manifest as best practice?  

I have learned about academic critical analysis and how to review a body of work using theories, 

methodologies and philosophies. I recognise that, for this project, and for much of my thinking, my 

perspective is one of an animal advocate; this is not a bias but a political, social and academic position.  

I feel a need to justify my position, or rather that it is a position of any significance, that to consider the 

illustration of animals, is only lesser to the position of considering real animals. By this I mean, would I 

need to provide that justofication if I were working from a feminist perspective or other accepted positions.  

Where it is accepted that books play a significant role in children’s understanding of the world around 

gender norms for example, the depiction of animals continues to be considered less significant to 

understanding about the animals that live in the world around us.  

 

Research aims from  original proposal 

1. How to disrupt conventional connotations, to change what we see when we see the picture book wolf. 

2. To develop understanding of the semiotics of visual animal representation. 

3. How does style, medium and approaches to visual anthropomorphism affect understanding. 

4. Research and develop practice skills of mammals and people in terms of my own style and practice. 

5. To investigate the illustrator's responsibilities to the animals whose likeness she uses. 
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6. To research crossover picture books and picture book audiences 

7. To research sustainable and ethical printing and publishing. 

 

Reflection on proposal  

The following is an analytical reflection of Practice 1 and 2 in context of project aims.  

Brookfield in Bassot (Bassot 2016) suggests there are four lenses through which to reflect critically on 

practice: our own experiences as learners, through the eyes of a client, through colleagues and peers, 

and through theoretical literature.  

Reflection from Practice 1 
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Reflection from practice 2 

-  My learning experience 

 

I feel that in Practice 1, I made my biggest breakthrough in my practical development - the steep part of 

the learning curve. Rewatching my Pecha Kucha video (Irving 2019) I am reminded of the importance to 

me and my project about how I make my work, the tools, the techniques and the materials. 

Gillian Rose (Rose 2001) p16-28) writes about the making of meaning, where meaning, and 

understanding of it, occurs. Review reminds me to refocus on this aspect of my image-making, to relook 

at natural colours, reuse, recycle and reimagine, to reuse paper and make that evident, as part of the 

literal and metaphorical background.  

Also, I found it helpful to explore my drawing in the style of the case study. My line and shape and colour 

are different: perhaps it isn’t that easy to copy once one’s own voice starts to appear. There are artists I 

listed but didn’t explore and I would like to do so now, as part of my major project research. One example 

is the work of Maira Kalman, who prefers the description of illustrator over artist because she sees herself 

a journalist, inspired by and in need of  a story to illustrate. In her video, Portraits in Creativity, Kalman 

describes this and the importance of observing and copying other works as  a way of discovering how that 

work was made, about exploring the images we see. (Anon 2014)  

In Practice 2, the significance of my sketchbook was finally revealed. I have become attached to mine 

now; I’m not afraid of the empty white spaces or the inevitable terrible drawing that can occur in there. All 

of it matters, the mistakes, the happy accidents, the ideas - they all feed the outcomes which can not 

spontaneously manifest themselves from thin air or thin thinking. Tutor feedback, supports this,  

“The exploration of sequences in those early thumbnail storyboards have thrown 

up some clever concepts for engaging transitions and use of perceptive , do keep 

going with exploring how those ideas can progress into the story as they are highly 

original and demonstrate the inventive creative that you are.” (Goodwin 2020) 

 

-  Through the eyes a client or audience 

G.H Gombrich (2004 p181-202) describes the role of the audience, in image reading, as ‘the beholder’s 

share’. Gillian Rose describes audiencing as the third place where meaning is made (Rose 2001). In 

Practice 2 I researched this audience, children and adult guardians through a workshop. I need to do 

more of these and begin now to gather more qualitative data about readers’ and buyers’ perspectives.  
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-  Colleagues, peers and tutors 

Tutor feedback Practice 1 assessment June 2019 

 

 

Tutor feedback Practice 2 assessment February 2020 
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-  Theoretical literature 

It is reassuring to have learned that there are significant amounts of writing about animal representation. 

Some of it explores the context of meaning for humans, less investigates meaning for animals. However, 

new discourse includes books by leading researchers such as Cole and Stewart (2016), Professor Brett 

Mills (2017) and Professor Arran Stibbe (2015).  

In addition to animal representation and connections between it, culture and beliefs, I aim to explore the 

importance of being part of a new global voice for advocacy and environmentalism. Post-doctoral 

researcher Sebastian Grevsmühl of Université Pierre et Marie Curie wrote a paper calling for a,  

“a systematic exploration of the crucial role the visual plays in the creation, circulation, 

interpretation and adaptation of global environmental knowledge. It is argued that this 

inquiry cannot be left solely to historians or geographers but calls for a truly interdisciplinary 

engagement.” (Grevsmühl 2016).  

I aim to explore this in context of joining the voices that represent the environment 

differently. In 2017 the World Illustration Awards was won by a book that had illustrations of 

violence toward animals, forests without animals and wearing fur. Did anyone including the 

author realise and if not, why does it matter? (Irving 2020).  

 

In addition, experience has taught me to keep my annotated bibliography up to date - to enable easier 

references and reminders of my selected reading, to ensure it is accurate for assessment, but also for 

continued study, long after my final project is complete. 

 
Learning style 

Looking back I recognise how successful idea generation is for me. This example below is from the 

development stages for the Practice 1. I'd like to use this tool; I’d like to remember to use this tool more 

often and not just at the start of a process. I can incorporate this with sketchbook work.  

 

I can reflect further on learning styles 
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Project refocus | Draft Proposal 
Major study project proposal (Draft 1) 

 

Title 

Little Red Riding Hood 

 

Outcomes 

● A picture book. I want to rethink the book outcome - increasingly I am interested in illustration for 
journalism - for research. Is this a practical step to take? If not a book then what?  

● Animation. Practice 1, 2 and critical studies have aroused interest in making an animated 
outcome. Through skill development in iMovie and gif making I am curious to explore animation. 
Given time scales is this a realistic aim? Could I do both - a book and short animation?  
 
Some time exploring introductory animation techniques and software will help establish this 

● To reconfigure the image of the human-wolf relationship in the minds of readers. Studying 
theoretical discoursed me to understand how understanding of the picture book wolf is made not 
only through the representation of the wolf, in terms of line, style and so on, but in terms of the 
illustration of the human characters and their relationship with the wolf in terms of composition as 
well as narrative. For example, comparative sizes of characters to each other and the page 
matter. In Matt Cordell’s Wolf in the Snow, widely praised for its natural representation of wolves, 
the two main characters are equals, one child is a child, the other is a cub. Here Red is not 
visually portrayed as a victim. 

 

It may be prudent to explore a feminst or rather an eco-feminst examination of texts.  
This is my topic/approach for the concurrent Critical studies module.  
 

● To inspire other illustrators to consider and discuss how they/we represent animals, not just in 
picture books but across all outputs for illustration. To encourage illustrators to recognise their 
place in perpetuating negative and inaccurate visual stereotypes of animals.  
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Methods and methodologies 

● Making the image 

Experimenting with recycled materials, animation and development of sequential visual narrative 

 

● Examining the image 

Case studies : Olly and Suzi, Heinrich Dresher, Roger Olmos, Maira Kalman, Richard Spare, Ai 

Wei wei, Pyotr Povlenski 

 

● Audience  

Peer and tutor feedback 

Workshops 

Qualitative data collection 

Questionnaires/conversational interviewing 
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